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Abstract:  In this paper a block based robust watermarking technique using wavelet transform has been presented which 

exploits human visual model for adapting the watermark data to local properties of the host image. The watermark (offline 

handwritten signature) is embedded to the most significant coefficients at the high frequency bands of the discrete wavelet 

transform of host image. The watermark strength is chosen so that the perceptual measure of image distortion based on 

spatial masking is below a predetermined value. A family of typical image distortions functions like Jpeg Compression, 

filtering, scaling, Gaussian noise is selected and the robustness as well as imperceptibility of the algorithm tested through 

experimental results. The proposed method is extended to synergistically amalgamate the Euclidian classifier with biometric 

watermarking for the purpose of authentication.   
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I. Introduction 

With the advances in digital image acquisition, storage and distribution techniques and technologies, copyright 
protection of digital images has become a challenging issue. Copyright protection involves the authentication of 
image content and/or ownership and can be used to identify illegal copies of a (possibly forged) image.  
Digital watermarking aims at treating the host image as a channel for carrying the authentication information 
along with it in such a manner that it becomes a part of the original image data. Typically, this information (called 
as a watermark) is a text or a logo which identifies the owner of the media. The digital watermarking scheme 
must be imperceptible as well as robust against attacks. Watermarks have a number of applications such as 
establishing ownership by embedding identifying data, tracking the movement of authorized copies by 
embedding a unique serial number in each copy and attaching meta-data that pertains to the image such as a time, 
date, and location stamp.  
According to the media to be watermarked, the watermarking techniques can be categorized as: 

 Image Watermarking 

 Text Watermarking 

 Audio Watermarking and 

 Video Watermarking 
The present study focuses on Image watermarking wherein the host is an image which needs to be copyright 
protected. Image watermarking is further sub classified as: 

 Visible Image Watermarking: The watermark embedded through this technique is a secondary 
translucent text or logo, overlaid onto the primary image. 

 Invisible Fragile Watermarking: This technique embeds the watermark on the primary image in such a 
way that any modification to the image values results in the destruction of the watermark. 

 Invisible Robust Watermarking: The watermark is embedded in a manner such that it gets incorporated 
as an integral part of the primary image and can be recovered with appropriate decoding algorithms. 

The watermark can be embedded in the image in both spatial as well as transform domain thereby giving a further 
classification to watermarking algorithms. 

 Spatial Domain Watermarking: Watermark is embedded using Least Significant Bit( LSB), Statistical, 
Feature based and Block based techniques. Spatial-domain techniques work with the pixel values 
directly. Generally, spatial domain watermarking is easy to implement from a computational point of 
view, but too fragile to resist numerous attacks [1].  

 Frequency Domain Watermarking: To overcome the fragility constraint as discussed in spatial domain 
watermarking, the watermark can be added to the image in transform domain. Transform domain based 
watermarking techniques employ various transforms such as Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), 
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) or Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), either locally or globally 
on image data to embed the watermark [2, 3, 4]. These techniques are seen to provide better 
imperceptibility and robustness against various attacks.  
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Wavelet based transform for digital image watermarking has gained popularity since past two decades because of 
the property of multiresolution analysis that it provides. Wavelets can be orthogonal (orthonormal) or 
biorthogonal. Most of the wavelets used in watermarking are generally orthogonal wavelets. The method in [4] 
introduces a semi-fragile watermarking technique that uses orthogonal wavelets. 
Recently biorthogonal wavelets have started gaining popularity in watermarking as it has some favourable 
properties over the orthogonal wavelet transform, mainly, the property of perfect reconstruction and smoothness 
(vanishing points) [5,6,7].  
Biometrics is the science and technology of identifying people on the basis of their unique physiological or 
behavioral characteristics. Physical characteristics like fingerprints or hand geometry correspond to physiological 
biometrics while behavioral biometrics like signature and voice correspond to the way some actions are carried 
out by the individual over an extended period of time. 
Biometric watermarking is a special case of digital watermarking where the content of watermark or the host data 
(or both) are biometric entities. This imparts an additional layer of authentication to the underlying system [8, 9]. 
The watermark is a biometrics while the host can be any  media. By embedding biometrics in the host, it 
formulates a reliable individual identification as biometrics possesses exclusive characteristics that can be hardly 
counterfeited. Hence, the conflicts related to the intellectual property rights protection can be potentially 
discouraged [10]. 

 The paper is organized as follows: A detailed review of biorthogonal wavelet transform is provided in 
Section II. The proposed method is presented in Section III. Section IV contains the simulation results and 
analysis about the robustness of the proposed method against common image attacks. Section V summarizes the 
work and presents the future scope.. 

II. Biorthogonal Wavelet Transform 

Wavelet transform is a mathematical tool for multiresolution decomposition of continuous –time signals with the 
capability of variable time- frequency localization. The Biorthogonal wavelet transform is an invertible transform 
which provides additional degrees of freedom so that both perfect reconstruction and linear- phase filters can be 
realized simultaneously. There exist two sets of lowpass filters (for reconstruction), and highpass filters (for 
decomposition). One set is the dual of the other.  
In Biorthogonal wavelets, the decomposition and reconstruction filters are obtained from two distinct scaling 
functions associated with two multiresolution analysis in duality. Another advantageous property of Biorthogonal 
over orthogonal wavelets is that they have higher embedding capacity if they are used to decompose the image 
into different channels. All the above mentioned properties make Biorthogonal wavelets promising in the 
watermarking domain [7]. 
In the Biorthogonal case, there are two scaling functions, which may generate different multiresolution analysis, 
and accordingly two different wavelet functions. The scaling sequences must satisfy the following biorthogonality 
condition. For orthogonal wavelets, the scaled translate of  the scaling function φ and mother wavelet ψ are 
denoted by 
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In the case of Biorthogonal wavelet, rather than a single scaling function there is a dual scaling function and 
mother wavelet. 
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In case of normal DWT decomposition, if the embedding rate becomes high, data imperceptibility becomes lower 
and robustness performance is also decreased. Interference may occur as different sets of spreading codes (used 
for different watermark messages) are added with the decomposed cover image signal using single scaling 
function. Moreover, the decomposition does not always yield low correlation with the code patterns and high 
robustness may not be achieved. This problem can be solved to a great extent, if image signal is decomposed 
properly in different directions, so that low correlation value with the code patterns can be satisfied. We calculate 
the correlation between the code pattern and the image decomposition coefficients obtained using several DWT 
and Biorthogonal DWT. It is observed that the Biorthogonal DWT provides lower correlation with the code 
patterns. This is possibly due to the complementary information present in two wavelet systems that offers better 
directional selectivity compared to classical wavelet transform. 
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Figure 1: Second level decomposition. LL represents the approximation sub-band, HL represents the horizontal sub-band, LH 

represents the vertical, and HH represents diagonal sub-band. 

III. Proposed Technique 

Signature is a behavioral biometric that is developed over the course of a person’s lifetime. Many people are very 
accustomed to the process of signing their name and having it matched for authentication. This process has been 
in practice for centuries and is well accepted among the general public to protect confidential information. The 
use of signature is prevalent in the legal, banking, and commercial domains. Each person has a unique 
handwritten signature. The way a person signs their name or writes a letter can be used to prove a person's 
identity. The natural motion of the original signer would be required to repeat the patterns. Even though there will 
always be slight variations in a person’s handwritten signature, the consistency created by natural motion and 
practice over time generates a recognizable pattern that makes the handwritten signature suitable for biometric 
identification. These important traits of the handwritten signature are a motivation in embedding it as a watermark 
in an image. 
This section describes the proposed watermarking method which performs a 2-level DWT on the host image 
using biorthogonal wavelets. The host image will be watermarked with an offline hand written signature from the 
user which will be preprocessed and converted into a binary bit string to be further used for watermarking the 
cover image. The proposed scheme is carried out in four phases, watermark preparation, the signature embedding 
phase, the signature extraction phase and the template matching phase. 

A .Watermark Preparation  

A binary bit string of the signature image selected by the user for embedding is generated. The signature image 

is converted to a 1-D binary string with values ranging between 0 and 1 only. This is essential as watermarking 

will be done based on these two values only. 

B. Watermark Embeddingand Extraction 

 

1) Algorithm 1(Watermark Embedding) 

 
embed(cover,signature) 

blocksize:=8; 
I:=cover; 
set embedding parameters A,B,b; 
sig:=reshape(signature,1,size(signature); 
while (i<=length(sig)) do 
 
 for each block w of I do 
 [ca1,ch1,cv1,cd1]=dwt2(w, ‘bior1.1’); 
 [ca2,ch2,cv2,cd2]=dwt2(ca1, ‘bior1.1’); 
 a:=[ca2,ch2,cv2,cd2]; 
 
     ca:=reshape(a,1,(blocksize^2)/4); 
 ch2:=reshape(ch2,1,(blocksize^2)/16); 
 cv2:=reshape(cv2,1,(blocksize^2)/16); 
 cd2:=reshape(cd2,1,(blocksize^2)/16); 
  D=(sum(ch2)+sum(cv2)+sum(cd2))/(12); 
E=(sum(ca)-sum(ca2))/(16-4);    
    c=[ch2,cv2,cd2]-E 
 D:=avg(ch2+cv2+cd2); 
 
 s:=0; 
  while(j<=length(D)) do 
  s:=s+(c(j))2; 
  end while; 
 t:=sb; 
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 p:=A+t*B;             embedding factor 
  if(sig(i)==0) 
  C=D+p     %update the coefficients  
  end if; 
  else if(sig(i)==1) 
  C=D   %keep coefficients unaltered   end if; 

end for; 

do  

 

reshape ch2,cv2,cd2; 

 

ca1=idwt2(ca2,ch2,cv2,cd2, ‘bior1.1’); 

I’=idwt2(ca1,ch1,cv1,cd1); 

return I’.                                    %watermarked image 

 

2) Algorithm 2 ( Watermark extraction) 

 
recover(I’) 

blocksize:=8; 

I’:=cover; 

do initialize array watermark = 0 of size(signature) 

sig:=reshape(signature,1,size(signature); 

 

)*(: pATh   

 for each block w of I ‘ do 

 

 [ca1,ch1,cv1,cd1]=dwt2(w, ‘bior1.1’); 

 [ca2,ch2,cv2,cd2]=dwt2(ca1, ‘bior1.1’); 

 ca2:=reshape(ca2,1,(blocksize^2)/16); ch2:=reshape(ch2,1,(blocksize^2)/16); 

 cd2:=reshape(cd2,1,(blocksize^2)/16); 

 D:=avg(ch2+cv2+cd2); 

 

 s:=0; 

  while(j<=length(D)) do 

  s:=s+(c(j))
2
; 

  end while; 

 t:=s
b
; 

 p:=A+t*B;            %embedding factor 

 

  if(sig(i)==0) 

  C=D+p     %update the coefficients  

  end if; 

  else if(sig(i)==1) 

  C=D   %keep coefficients unaltered   end if; 

 end for; 

do  

 

reshape ch2,cv2,cd2; 

ca1=idwt2(ca2,ch2,cv2,cd2, ‘bior1.1’); 

I’=idwt2(ca1,ch1,cv1,cd1); 
return I’.                     

            

C. Template Matching Based Authentication  
The signature pattern thus reconstructed is authenticated using template matching. The features of the entire 
signature database are extracted using the steps mentioned in the latter part of this section. The same steps are 
used to extract the signatures from the recovered signature and then using the Euclidean distance as a measure, 
the original signature features are matched with the recovered signature features from the database.  
 
 

1) Feature Vector Generation  
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Figure 2: Feature Vector Generation Flowchart 

 
Preprocessing is done to the signature image so as to prepare it for the process of feature extraction and to ensure 
that all the signature images are of the same dimensions so that it is easier and convenient to extract the features. 
This process is carried out in the following three steps. 

 Median Filtering: Generally, digital image might contain speckles, smears, scratches or other 
forms of unwanted noise that might thwart feature extraction. Thus, median filtering is used to eliminate 
the existing noises.  

 Binarization: The process by which the image is converted into black and white is called 

Binarization. For a signature image having dimensions X x Y, the following equation is used to find 

out the level of Binarization[12]. 

 

 Where  ),( jix  = Sum of the values of all  pixels in the image. 

The pixels are converted to black and white using the following criteria. 

If  Pjix ),(   then 1),( jix                                                                                                  (6) 

Else if  Pjix ),(  

then 0),( jix                                                                                                

 Width normalization: All the signature images have been reduced to a standard size of 100 x 

60 so as to ease the process of feature extraction. 

 

2) Feature Extraction 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3: Signature Feature Extraction 

 

Hough Transform: The feature extraction is done using the classic Hough transform. This is a powerful 

transform used for extracting the significant features from the given image so as to reduce the amount of 

computation time.  
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Principal Component Analysis: The output of Hough transform is a large data set. PCA has been used to reduce 

the dimensionality for ease of computation. 
 

D. Template matching 
Initially all the above mentioned steps are applied on the entire signature database to generate a feature vector 
comprising the feature vectors corresponding to each signature image. Then after the watermarking has been done 
and the signature image extracted from the watermarked image, these steps are applied to the recovered signature 
image to extract it’s features and ultimately signature having the feature vector with minimum Euclidean distance 
with the feature vector of the recovered signature. According to the Euclidean distance formula, the distance 
between two points in the plane with coordinates       and       is given by equation 8. 
 

                                                                                                                                         (8) 

IV. Experimental Outcomes 

This paper focuses on invisible watermark data. Watermark data size is variable depending upon the size of the 
signature image, however the general range is between 60 × 30 to 120 × 120. This means that the signature 
lengths vary length between 1800 to 14400. The quality measures are used to measure the quality of the 
watermarked image with the original image and that of the recovered signature with the original image. This 
section simulates the proposed technique on several host images and signatures. Our technique works on gray-
scale images. We use various signature images as a watermark.  
Performance evaluation of the method has been done using image quality determination metrics, Peak Signal to 
Noise Ratio (PSNR), and Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM)[11]. While PSNR is a commonly used 
metric, SSIM index is an advanced method for measuring the similarity between two images.  
The SSIM index is a full reference metric, in other words, the measuring of image quality based on an initial 
uncompressed or distortion-free image as reference. SSIM is designed to improve on traditional methods like 
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and mean squared error (MSE), which have proved to be inconsistent with 
human eye perception. 

 Let   be the original image and   be the manipulated (either watermarked or attacked image), the SSIM quality 

index is defined as 

 

          
                   

   
    

        
    

     

                                                                                                                                              (9)

 

where           
     

      are  the mean value and variances of   and   respectively and 

 

    
 

   
                

 
          

 
where    is the number of samples. Parameters    and    are defined as     
 
        

     ,         
  

       

where   is the dynamic range of the pixel values and   ,  <<1 are small constants. The image perceptual 

comparison is best when the size of   and   is the same. 

It is important to evaluate an image watermark algorithm on many different images. Images should cover a 

broad range of contents and types. The proposed technique has been tested on standard evaluation images for 

watermarking algorithms. Figure 4 indicates some of the sample images used in the experiments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Sample images used for experiments. 
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(a)                                                                                              (b) 
 

Figure 5: (a) Test on Lena Image. The extracted and template matched images (b) Test on peppers image. The extracted and 

template matched images. 

 

The proposed technique is robust as the watermarks are recoverable even after the watermarked image is 
subjected to some image processing attacks. While Fig. 6 presents the recovered signature images after applying 
attacks on the host images, Table I presents a list of all the attacks simulated and the ones which the algorithm 
survived.   

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

(a)     (b)                 (c)           

   
 
 

 

    
 

 

   
   

      

     (d)        (e)   
 

Figure 6: Extracted watermarks resulted from decomposing Lena’s image and obtaining the first level horizontal sub-band then 

embedding in the second level horizontal sub-band after applying attacks (a) cropping (b) Histogram Equalization  (c) 5% salt and 

pepper noise (d) Scaling (e) Sharpening  

Table I.  List and Summary of attacks applied to the test images. 

 

ATTACKS 

 

OPTIONS SURVIVAL 

Scaling % of original image: 0.5, 2 YES 

Weiner Filtering Filter size 3 × 3 YES 

Histogram Equalization Default value for number of levels is 64 YES 

Gaussian noise Gaussian white noise of mean 0 and variance 0.01 YES 

JPEG Compression Quality: 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 
YES 

 

The technique was tested against compression with different quality factors (Q). Fig. 7 shows the robustness of 
the proposed method against different JPEG compression with varying percentage of compression ratios. 
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Figure 7: Results of JPEG compression. The SSIM value represents the similarity between the original and extracted watermark. 

 

A.  The Gain Factor Effect 
In the embedding process, either the image coefficients (in block-based method) or the PN sequences are 
multiplied by a gain factor, and then embedded in the host image coefficients. Therefore, changing the value of 
the gain factor has an obvious effect on both, the watermarked image, and the watermark extracted from it. The 
following tests are performed on Lena image of size 512×512, and the signature image 3.png watermark. Table II 
shows the effect of changing the gain factor on both the Peak Signal-To-Noise Ratio (PSNR) of the watermarked 
image, and the structural similarity between the original and extracted watermark. 

Table II.   The Effect of Gain Factor. 

Gain factor (k) PSNR(db) SNR(db) SSIM 

0.1 37.87 32.22 99.9 

0.3 35.92 30.27 99.98 

0.5 24.36 18.78 99.98 

 

V. Conclusion 

The technique employed has many factors that may affect the resulting watermarked image and the extracted 
watermark. The gain factor has an important influence on both the marked image and the extracted watermark. As 
Tables II shows that whenever the gain factor increases, the PSNR decreases, which implies that the marked 
image is more distorted. This is because the payload is multiplied to the gain factor before embedding. On the 
other hand, increasing the gain factor increases the robustness of the method, implying that the correlation 
between the extracted and the original watermark is almost near or equals to 1 even after applying some common 
distortions to the marked image. But this is true only up to a certain value of the gain factor.  
The technique was tested on several signature images. It is observed that the larger the size of signature image, 
the more distorted the marked image, and the more time it takes to embed the watermark. This is due to the fact 
that the length of the signature decides on the pre-processing time and hence embedding time as well.  
The robustness of the watermarking methods has been quantitatively measured by comparing the extracted 
watermark with the original watermark. This helped in measuring the amount of damage done by each attack. The 
template matching rate was 100% i.e. all the signature images in the database matched with the correct signature. 
The study proposes a novel biometric watermarking and authentication technique using an amalgamation of 
Biorthogonal wavelets and template matching. The technique combines the field of biometric watermarking and 
signature verification. The technique is robust against numerous non- geometric attacks like cropping, median 
filtering and JPEG compression. The current study can be extended to include geometric attacks and measure the 
robustness of the algorithms against them.  
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